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An automorphism o: of a group G is said to be normal if ot.(N) = N for every 
normal subgroup N of G. Lubotzky [2] has shown that 
THEOREM. IfF is a free group of rank at least 2, then every normal auto-
morphism ofF is inner. 
The method used is based on an analogous theorem of }arden and Ritter 
for free pro-finite groups, and in fact Lubotzky's result is slightly stronger 
than that stated. Our object in this note is to provide a direct proof. 
Henceforth, F denotes a free group of rank at least 2, and for x E F, N., denotes 
the normal closure in F of x. Also, x ,..._, y means that x is conjugate toy. 
PROPOSITION 1. An automorphism o: of F is normal zf and only if, for all 
x EF, o:(x) ,..._, x or a(x) ,..._, x-1. 
Proof. If o: is normal, then N., = Nrx(x), and so by a theorem of Magnus 
(cf. [3, II, Prop. 5.8]) we have o:(x) ,..._, x or o:(x) ,..._, x-1. The converse is trivial. 
Let <i denote the induced automorphism of Ff[F, F], and x denote the image 
of x inFf[F, F]. Suppose that x andy are elements ofF not in [F, F], and suppose, 
if possible, that ot.(x) ,..._, x while o:(y) ,..._, y-1. Then <i(x) = x and o:(y) = _y-1. 
But <i(xy) = xy (in which casey= 1) or <i(xy) = y-1x-1 (in which case x = 1). 
Both cases lead to contradictions, and so we deduce 
PROPOSITION 2. If o: is a normal automorphism ofF, then either 
(i) o:(x) ,..._, x for all x not in [F, F], or 
(ii) ot.(x) ,..._, x-1 for all x not in [F, F]. 
In Case (i), it follows from Grossman's lemma (cf. [1, Lemma 1]) that o: is 
an inner automorphism of F. We conclude the proof of the theorem by showing 
that Case (ii) is impossible. 
We denote by f3 the automorphism ofF which maps each generator into its 
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mverse. If ex is a normal automorphism of F which satisfies the condition of 
Case (ii), and if a andy are generators ofF, then 
cx{3(x) = cx(x-1) "'x, 
~f3(xy) = ~(x-1y-1) "'yx = y(xy) y-1 "'xy. 
Therefore, using Grossman's lemma again, we deduce that cxf3 is an inner 
automorphism of F. This implies that f3 ts normal. Since this is manifestly 
not true, we have a contradiction. 
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